
New Bohemia is a busy capital city. It is common for the people there to 
own an out-of-town, beachfront property that they use at weekends and 
during summer holidays. They particularly enjoy seaside activities. 

The largest coastal town is called Seahaven: famous for its seafood, 
beaches and surfing. Unfortunately, the railway line that allows people to 
reach Seahaven was originally constructed seventy years ago. The 
existing track system is overcrowded and people often complain that 
travel is too slow. The roads aren’t much better and the main route is 
famous for its traffic jams. 

Some businesses owners in 
Seahaven claim that the bad 
journeys have reduced the 
number of times people go 
to the coast each year, 
impacting upon profits and 
even leading to job losses. 

Your group has been asked 
to perform a sustainability 
assessment, and 
recommend if a new rail line 

should be constructed. The problem is that a new rail line 
connecting New Bohemia and Seahaven would have to pass 

through either a residential district, or a nature reserve. 
Residents don’t want to give up land at the end of their 

gardens, and they are worried about the effect upon on 
house prices if trains go past at high speed. Meanwhile, 

a celebrity from a TV nature programme has stated that 
the nature reserve is the best remaining habitat of an 
endangered bird, the Seahaven Spinetail. His ‘Save the 
Spinetail’ campaign is in all the newspapers, and the 
politicians really don’t know how they ought to 
respond. 

YOUR TASK 
Consider the three aspects of 
sustainability: ‘people’, ‘planet’ and 
‘profit’. Discuss them in your group, 
and make a recommendation for the 
future of rail transport between New 
Bohemia and Seahaven. Which of 
the following should the government 
do? 

• Do nothing: people will just have 
put up with slow rail travel, or 
endure the traffic jams. 

• Construct a modern, high-speed 
railway line through the residential 
district. 

• Construct a modern, high-speed 
railway line through the nature 
reserve.
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The Triple Bottom Line was 
proposed by Elkington (1994) as 
a means of expanding the 
traditional business reporting 
framework to take into account 
social and environmental factors 
as well as financial performance. 
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